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This is what you will know by
the end of this chapter:
– How to represent your business to shopkeepers
– The five steps to produce and deliver a highquality order
– What to do when you receive an order
– How to plan production of an order
– What to consider when purchasing materials
– How to produce a good-quality product
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1. Introduction
Roya is excited to tell her husband, Shafiq, about the conversation
she had with the shopkeeper at the peron tumban shop. She tells
Shafiq that the shopkeeper is looking for high-quality Kandahari
embroidery, and that he asked to see samples of her work.
Shafiq is happy for Roya, but he reminds her that there are still
many things to do to start her business.
First, she must show the shopkeeper her best samples and
convince him to place an order. Then, she must produce the
products and deliver the order as promised to the shopkeeper.
If she fulfills her promise, the shopkeeper will trust her and
probably place larger orders.
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2. Getting Your First Order
A. Representing Your Business
Roya tells Shafiq that talking to the shopkeeper by herself makes
her nervous. Shafiq offers to go with her. Roya’s father overhears
and interrupts. He says that Roya must learn to talk to the
shopkeeper herself. Shafiq will not always be with her, so if Roya
wants the shopkeeper to respect her and her business, she must
talk to the shopkeeper directly.
Shafiq offers Roya some advice. He tells her to be confident in
herself and in her work, to be polite and to speak clearly and
loudly. He says that if she is not confident, the shopkeeper may
question her ability to produce quality work.
Roya shares her concerns with Amina, who suggests they
practice together. Amina pretends to be the shopkeeper. After
three or four practice conversations, Roya understands how to
talk to the shopkeeper.
A few days later, Roya goes back to the peron tumban specialty
shop to show the shopkeeper her best samples. She is nervous
but remembers Shafiq’s advice to be confident, so the shopkeeper
doesn’t question her capabilities.

Represent your business with confidence:
– Believe in your skill and product.
– Be polite.
– Speak loudly and clearly.
– Practice and be prepared.
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Roya waits for the shopkeeper to finish helping a customer before
she approaches him and says “hello” firmly, as she practiced with
Amina. She reminds the shopkeeper that she was there with her
aunt earlier in the week. Roya shows him her samples and tells
him about her embroidery. The shopkeeper pays close attention
as Roya demonstrates her knowledge and expertise.

Roya Shows the Shopkeeper Her Samples

The shopkeeper praises Roya’s work. He asks her some questions
and then suggests he place a small order with her as a test. If she
completes this order successfully, he may be interested in placing
orders with her on a regular basis.
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B. Documentation
Roya is about to receive her first order. She remembers that
Amina said it is important to document every order to keep track
of her business and avoid mistakes. Amina surprised Roya with
the gift of a notebook the night before.

Amina Gives Roya a Notebook So She Can Document Her Orders

Amina also showed Roya her own notebook, which was full
of order information: designs, measurements, prices, phone
numbers, signatures and more.
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Roya’s father came in while Amina and Roya were talking and
added his advice, saying, “You should always write down an
order and make sure the shopkeeper or customer signs it, no
matter how small the order is. If you document your orders, you
have proof of them. You remember the orders, can track them
and avoid misunderstandings. Documenting order information is
best practice for any business.”
Roya was worried about documenting orders because she did
not have a lot of experience writing or making calculations. So
Amina made an order template in Roya’s notebook and showed
her how to fill it out. Amina said the shopkeeper at the peron
tumban specialty shop, Aman, was trustworthy and could help
Roya document her orders, if needed. Amina and Shafiq
promised to review Roya’s documentation with her to make sure
she understands it and to help her improve her skills. Roya feels
better knowing she has their support.
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3. Production: Five Steps to Receiving
and Producing High-Quality Orders
From speaking with Amina, Roya knows there are five key steps
involved in receiving and producing high-quality orders.

Step 1: Receiving an Order
Agree with the shopkeeper or your customer on the design,
quality and quantity of product to produce, as well as the delivery
date and price. Document, or write down, your agreement or
promise.
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Step 2: Production Planning
Plan the materials, tools, people and time you need to complete
your order and fulfill your promise.

Step 3: Purchasing Materials
Identify and purchase materials needed to produce your product.
Always check the quality of materials before accepting them from
suppliers or shopkeepers.
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Step 4: Production and Quality Checking
Make your product. Regularly check to ensure you are meeting
quality standards.

Step 5: Final Quality Check and Delivery
Ensure the product, quality and quantity produced are the same
as the product, quality and quantity ordered. Deliver on time and
charge the agreed price.
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Roya tries to remember everything Amina taught her as she
prepares to start Step 1 of the production process.

Step 1: Receiving an Order
The shopkeeper tells Roya he wants to place a sample order of
two front panels for peron tumban. He shows her the embroidery
pattern he wants on the panels. He asks Roya if she can produce
them in 10 days.
Roya thinks she can, but she remembers Amina jan’s advice
about not making a promise unless she knows she can keep it.
Roya asks to deliver the panels in 12 days in case unexpected
problems arise. The shopkeeper agrees. He offers to pay Roya 600
AFN for each front panel. She accepts.
Roya takes out the notebook Amina gave her. She reviews the
order with the shopkeeper and documents it in her notebook, as
Amina jan does. She asks him to sign the order. Roya thanks the
shopkeeper and goes home to share the news with her family.

Document and keep track of your orders:
– Record your promise in your notebook—
agreed design, quality, quantity, delivery date
and price.
– Make sure the shopkeeper or customer signs
the order.
– Keep your notebook well-organized, so you can
track orders.
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Order Form
Date: June 1, 2014
Shopkeeper or Customer Name: Aman Siref
Telephone: 0777 341 266
Delivery Date: June 12, 2014
Item Ordered

Design
Details

Quantity

Peron
tumban
front panel

Blue thread,
small
amount of
Kandahari
embroidery
on front
panel
around
collar

2

Price
per
Unit
(AFN)
600

1,200

Total

1,200

Remarks: Ensure quality is same as sample.
Shopkeeper or Customer Signature:
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Total
Price
(AFN)

Aman Siref
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Step 2: Production Planning
When Roya arrives home, Amina asks her about the promise
she made to the shopkeeper. Roya shows Amina the written
agreement in her notebook. Amina reviews with Roya the
agreement and the calculations to make sure Roya understands
them. Amina reminds Roya she must keep her promise to gain
trust and a good reputation, and to get more orders and grow her
business.
Roya thinks about what she must do to fulfill her promise to
produce two front panels for peron tumban in 12 days. She
knows she needs to hire another embroiderer to help her
complete the order on time. Relying on someone else is risky
for her first order. She remembers Amina jan’s story about the
costumes. But Roya has a skilled and reliable neighbour who she
thinks would be perfect.

Hire people to help you
– Identify tasks you cannot complete yourself.
– Use your network of family and friends to find
people who are skilled and reliable.
– Test people with small orders.
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Roya Plans Her Production
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Amina helps Roya plan production of the two panels by making a
production schedule in Roya’s notebook. She tells Roya how to fill
it in:
1. List the activities required to fulfill the order.
2. Identify the people responsible for completing each activity.
3. Number the days across the top of the schedule.
4. Put an X under every day needed to complete each activity.
The schedule helps Roya track her progress and make sure she
finishes on time.

Plan your production
– Identify the materials, tools and people you need
to complete your order.
– Schedule your production.
– Include extra time for mistakes.
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Roya’s Production Schedule
Product: Peron tumban front panel
Quantity: 2
Start Date: June 1, 2014
Shopkeeper or Customer Name: Aman Siref
Price: 600 AFN each
Delivery Date: June 12, 2014
Activity

Person(s) Responsible

Month: June
1

Purchase materials

Roya

Mark placement of
embroidery on front
panel with tailor’s
chalk

Roya

Give front panel to
producer

Roya

Embroider 1 front
panel (8 days per
panel)

Producer

Embroider 1 front
panel

Roya

Check quality of front
panels

Roya and Producer

Repair work

Roya and Producer

Iron panels and ensure
fabric is clean and
ready for presentation

Roya

Final check; pack order
and deliver

Roya

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

10

11

X

X

X

X

X
X

X

X
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Step 3: Purchasing Materials
Once Roya plans her production, she makes sure she has all the
materials to produce the order. The shopkeeper gave her fabric,
so she needs thread, buckram, chalk, needles and Cellophane for
packaging. Amina suggests she visit some shops to see where she
can get the best-quality thread for the lowest price.
Amina reminds Roya to compare several suppliers for quality,
price and reliability before choosing the best one. If she chooses
the first supplier she meets, she might agree to a price that is too
high without realizing it. Finding and building a relationship with
a reliable supplier can save her time and money. Amina’s gold
thread supplier always keeps his promises, enabling Amina to
keep her promises to customers.
Amina lends Roya money to pay for the materials, buses and
phone cards Roya needs to visit suppliers and coordinate
production. Roya will pay Amina back when she gets paid by the
shopkeeper.
Some of the shops Roya visits have good-quality thread, but not
enough of it. Other shops have lots of thread, but the quality is
poor. Other suppliers have high-quality thread, but the price is
too high.
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Roya Compares Suppliers

Purchasing materials
– Use your network of family and friends to identify
reliable suppliers.
– Compare suppliers for quality, price and
reliability.
– Test new suppliers with small orders.
– Buy extra materials and supplies in case of
mistakes.

Roya remembers that Shafiq has a friend who sells high-quality
thread. He also sells buckram, chalk and needles. He will surely
give her a good deal. After inspecting the quality of his thread,
Roya buys six spools, as well as buckram, three needles and a
piece of chalk. She buys just enough to make the panels and to
correct mistakes. Roya buys the Cellophane from Shafiq’s shop
for a good price.
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Quality of materials
Always check the quality of materials before you
receive or pay for them. You are responsible for
the quality of materials used to make your product,
even if the materials were flawed before you bought
them.

In her notebook, Roya records all the materials she buys, the
quantity she buys and how much she pays for each, as Amina
advised her. Shafiq reviews it and helps her with the calculations.

Roya’s Materials Purchasing Record
Date

Supplier’s Name

Item Purchased

Quantity

June 1, 2014

Nazir Ali

Thread

6

15

90

Good quality, good
price

June 1, 2014

Nazir Ali

Buckram

2

5

10

Good quality, good
price

June 1, 2014

Nazir Ali

Needles

3

2

6

Average quality, low
price

June 1, 2014

Nazir Ali

Chalk

1

2

2

Average quality, low
price

June 1, 2014

Shafiq

Cellophane
packaging

2

3

6

Low price
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Price per Unit
(AFN)

Total Cost
(AFN)

Remarks
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Step 4: Production and Checking Quality
Now it’s time for Roya to make the products! First, she checks
all her materials. Then, she follows her production plan step-bystep.
Roya checks to make sure each step is completed on time, so she
can fulfill her promise to the shopkeeper. She knows that if she
falls behind and cannot complete the order on time, she must tell
the shopkeeper immediately, so he can find a solution or let his
customers know. If she waits until the delivery date to tell him,
he will not have time to adjust his plans, and his customers will
be angry. He will not order from her again.

Production
– Follow your production schedule step-by-step.
– Make sure each step is completed on time.
– Regularly check the quality of work.

When Roya gives the panels to her producer, she carefully
explains the design, quality requirements, quantity, delivery
date and price. She shows the producer sketches of the design
and samples of the quality of work she expects based on her
agreement with the shopkeeper. Roya explains that they must
follow the shopkeeper’s instructions exactly, or he will not accept
the panels.
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Checking Quality
Amina suggests Roya make a Quality Check Chart that Roya
and her producer can use to check their work, and that Roya
can use to make sure the final order fulfills her promise to the
shopkeeper.
To make the chart, she defines quality standards, or what good
quality means to the shopkeeper, for each of the following:
– Materials (things she uses to make her product)
– Design (shape, pattern, colour and size)
– Workmanship (skill required to make her product)
– Finishing (final details of her product)
– Final check (final product and order—agreed design, quality,
quantity, delivery date and price)
She then identifies when quality checks should take place and
who will conduct them.
Amina tells Roya to keep the Quality Check Chart near the
products during production. When Roya conducts a quality
check, she should reject the product if it does not meet the
quality standards, and fix it if possible. She should accept the
product if it meets the quality standards. She should then initial
the chart to show the check has taken place.
Amina advises Roya to keep track of the total number of products
accepted and rejected, so she can identify and solve common
quality problems. Roya follows this advice. She knows that
reducing quality problems saves time and money. It also keeps
shopkeepers and customers happy, so they buy from you again.
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Roya’s Quality Check Chart
Shopkeeper or Customer Name: Aman Siref
Product: Peron tumban front panel
Quantity: 2
Price: 600 AFN each
Start Date: June 1, 2014
Delivery Date: June 12, 2014
Accept or Reject
– Accept (✔) if product is same as or very similar to sample or drawing.
– Reject (X) if product is different from sample or drawing.

What to
Inspect?

When to
Inspect?

Who
Inspects?

Accept (✔) or
Reject (X)

Standards

Product
1

Product
2

Initial When
Complete:

1. Materials

During
materials
purchase

Roya

- No stains or damage in weave of fabric
- Colour of fabric is uniform
- Colour of thread is uniform
- Thickness of thread is uniform

✔

✔

RA

2. Workmanship

During
production

Roya and
Producer

- Fine, uniform embroidery
- Embroidery is consistent and covers
surface marked

✔

✔

RA, PB

3. Design

During
production

Roya and
Producer

Colour, design and pattern of
embroidery same as sample

✔

✔

RA, PB

4. Finishing

End of
production

Roya and
Producer

- No loose ends or threads
- No stains on fabric
- Tracing on fabric not visible (covered
by embroidery or washed off)

✔

✔

RA, PB

5. Final Check

Completion of
order

Roya and
Amina

Final product and order is exactly as
requested

Total Accepted: ______

Total Rejected: ______
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To be completed

RA, AZ
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Check quality:
– Materials (things you use to make your product)
– Design (shape, pattern, colour, size)
– Workmanship (skill required to make your
product)
– Finishing (final details of your product)
– Final Check (agreed design, quality, quantity,
delivery date and price)
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Giving Feedback
When Roya does the first quality check with her producer, she
notices that the threads are loose, and the design is untidy. Roya
is angry and wants the producer to know. Roya worries she won’t
complete the order on time if she has to do the work herself.
She calls Amina, who calms her down. Amina tells Roya that if
she knows why the producer’s work is not good, she can help the
producer improve. Roya can show she cares about the producer’s
work by giving the producer constructive feedback. The producer
can then learn from her mistakes and become a better, more
reliable embroiderer.
If the producer does not listen to the feedback, breaking the
promise she made to Roya, then Roya may decide not to pay
her for the panel or not to work with her again. To avoid these
problems, it is important to test producers with small orders.

Roya Gives Feedback
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Amina gives Roya advice on feedback:
– Be positive. Start by talking about the things the producer does
well.
– Show how the producer’s work affects everyone’s income. Tell
the producer the promise you made to the shopkeeper. Explain
that if the order is not perfect, the shopkeeper will not accept
the order. Then you and the producer will not get paid, and
the shopkeeper will not place another order. Connecting the
producer’s work to income helps the producer commit to her
work.
– Review the producer’s promise to you. Review the design and
quality standards that must be met for the producer to keep
her promise to you and for you to keep your promise to the
shopkeeper. Use samples or sketches as examples.
– Provide constructive criticism. Avoid general comments on the
quality of the producer’s work. Instead, explain the problem in
detail. Here’s an example: “These red stitches are close
together, but you can still see the fabric between them. Let’s
make sure the stitches are so close together that you cannot see
any fabric.”
– Put the producer in your shoes. Ask the producer what she
thinks about the quality of her work.
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Roya follows Amina’s advice and talks to the producer about the
quality of the producer’s work. She decides to give the producer a
second chance.
When she sees the final product, Roya is pleased.
Roya realizes there are many problems that can arise during
production. She writes the problems down:
– Poor-quality or stained fabric
– Poor-quality thread
– Traces of chalk
– Loose stitching
– Loose buttons
– Badly sewn buttons
– Iron marks
– Different sizes
She decides to share the list of problems with her producer before
the next order. This way, her producer can help solve quality
problems before they get bigger.
This small sample order makes Roya realize how important it is
to test suppliers, producers and the production process before
taking large orders.
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Poor-quality or stained fabric

Poor-quality thread

Traces of chalk

Loose stitching

Loose buttons

Badly sewn buttons

Iron marks

Different sizes

Roya Identifies Possible Quality Problems
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Step 5: Final Quality Check and Delivery
The day before the order is due, Amina comes to Roya’s house to
check the entire order before Roya delivers it. Amina uses Roya’s
Quality Check Chart to review the order. She reminds Roya of the
promise she made to the shopkeeper.

Amina and Roya Conduct a Final Check
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Final quality check
– Check the quality of all products before packing
them for delivery.
– Make sure the order you deliver is the same as
the order in your notebook.

Roya keeps her promise to the shopkeeper. The two peron
tumban panels are high quality, and she produces them on time.
The shopkeeper is pleased with her work and promises to give
Roya another order next week.
The shopkeeper pays Roya for the two panels. She has never been
paid for her work before. She is excited to pay her producer, pay
back Amina and take the rest of the money home to her family.
She knows they will be proud of her.
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4. Trainer’s Notes: Exercises

Section 3. Production: Five Steps to Receiving and
Producing High-Quality Orders
Step 1: Receiving an Order
3.1. Use the Customer Order template in the Resources Section of
the Toolkit to take an order.
Step 2: Production Planning
3.2. Using the Production Schedule template in the Resources
Section of the Toolkit, plan production for 2 units of your
product.
– List the activities required to complete your order.
– Who is responsible for completing each activity?
– How much time does each activity take?
– How much time do you need to check the quality of your work
and your team’s work?
– Have you included extra time for unexpected problems?
Step 3: Purchasing Materials
3.3. What materials must you buy to complete your order?
3.4. Who will supply your materials?
3.5. What questions should you ask so you know that a supplier
is reliable?
3.6. How do you inspect supplies to make sure they are good
quality?
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Step 4: Production and Checking Quality
3.7. Identify good quality and poor quality for each aspect of your
product:
– Materials
– Design
– Workmanship
– Finishing
– Final Check
3.8. Prepare a Quality Check Chart for your product using the
Quality Check Chart template in the Resources Section of the
Toolkit.
3.9. Practice giving feedback to one of your producers.
3.10. What problems may arise when producing your product?
Step 5: Final Quality Check and Delivery
3.11. What should you check before delivering your order?
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